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Abstract:-

I. INTRODUCTION

Heat transfer and thermal management is the key factor in
the miniaturized systems. About 50% of energy is waste in the
thermal management system and effect the reliability and
performance of the devices. The existing heat transfer
technologies suffer from numerous limitations and are poor in
high performance and high heat dissipation. Liquid cooling
using microchannels and nanofluids work with the increased
surface area and minimum thermal resistance. The high
thermal gradient and development of thermal boundary layer
increases the heat transfer. The thermal boundary layer
variation is achieved by varying geometrical and fluid
parameters. Three different shapes of microchannelsi.e
rectangular, curved & triangular microchannel are
considered. The standard flow arrangement and the uniform
aspect ratio of the plenum are considered for different
parametric analysis and comparisons. The aspect ratio of the
micro-channels has been varied and the study was carried out
at three different aspect ratios (Height/Width). Graphene
based nanofluid as heat carrier fluid from microchannel has
been used. The thermal boundary layer variation for different
parameters areanalysed. The system has reported high heat
transfer coefficient and high thermal conductivity. The
proposed fluid almost interacts as another solid and has
reduced thermal resistance and thus almost vanishing high
hot spots. The heat transfer coefficient of 10000 W/m2K has
been achieved. The proposed work overcomes the limitations
of the existing technologies and has high thermal
performance. Experimental analysis shows that the proposed
Nano fluid is the excellent fluid for high rate heat removal.
Moreover the performance of the overall system is excellent
in terms of high heat transfer coefficient, thermal
conductivity and heat capacity of the fluid. It has been
reported that the heat transfer coefficient can be increased by
6 to 10 times of the water for any other fluid in the present
scenario.
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In previous few decades there has been unprecedented
growth in the field of high performance computing ,
electronic and communication technologies. Due to
maximum operation like storage data and
miniaturization of computer and electronic devices
thermal management have become serious problem
basically in case of Laser machine, X-Ray, Optical
fibres, LED and many devices which is widely used in
today’s computation. Hence, heat dissipation rate is
also increasing due to which cooling of electronic
devices became very significant to aggrandize the
performance of systems. Now there become an
objective to enhance cooling system and increase
power by using compact size heat sink and high
performance coolant which provide an innovative
research field. Not only miniature electronic devices
need cooling but large transportation trucks and fuel
cells also require efficient and high capacity cooling
systems. Many conventional fluids are used for the
purpose of cooling in such type of devices i.e water,
ethylene glycol, pump oil and transfer oil. Suspension
of Nanoparticles in the liquid media making colloidal
mixture called Nanofluids which have been studied
world wide due to inconsistent thermal behavior of
fluids. Basically Nanoparticles are nanometer sized
particles (Al2O3, Fe, CuO, TiC, Ag, Au) which helps
to increase the efficiency of base fluids due to their
significant features like large surface area, higher
mobility & stability, reduced pumping power &less
chances of erosion. Nanofluids as well as the
microchannels plays important role in heat dissipation.
Due to flow of nanoparticles from microchannels there
is very high heat transfer rate and surface area Due to
there nanosize they do not clog inside the channels
like micrometer or micrometer sized particles. In the
past decade there have been developed variety of
methods and techniques which are capable to produce
nanometer sized particles which helps in pioneering
engineering application and scientific study world
wide.
With the
advancement
of
modern
nanotechnology the size of nanomaterial which are
produced is< 50nm. The size of solid nanoparticles is
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typically of( 1-100nm) which dispersed into the base
fluid. A small amount ( <1% volume fraction) of Cu
nanoparticles on carbon nanotubes which gets
dispersed into base fluid ( Ethylene Glycol or Oil) is
reported to increase the thermal conductivity of liquid
by 40% and 50% respectively[1].There are different
types of nanomaterial used are Spherical, Cylindrical,
Disk Shaped and Fractal shaped nanoparticles[2].
Nanofluids posses the properties as:

Higher thermal conductivity - Due to presence of
large surface area of nanoparticles there is versed
impact on heat transfer rate. Size of nanoparticles
from 10um-20um is such that they behave like
molecules. Hence, there surface contains atoms
which performs thermal interaction. It have been
investigated that with the rise of temperature there
will increase in heat transfer rate.



Mobility – Due to very tiny size of nanoparticles
almost 10um-20um particles shows greater
mobility which enhanced heat transfer rate and
maintain the Newtonian behaviour of fluids.



Stability- As compared to micrometer sized
particles nanoparticles are higher stable in nature
due to small size. Hence, the sedimentation will
also reduced due to less weight of nanoparticles
which overcome the problem of stability in
micrometer sized particles. Stability can also
improved by using stabilizing agent. Nanofluids
shows unprecedented stability and high thermal
conductivity when there will low volume fraction
of nanoparticles[i].



Ideal for microchannel Application- Due to flow
of nanoparticles from microchannels there is very
high heat transfer rate and surface area. Due to
therenanosize they do not clog inside the channels
like micrometer or macrometersizd particles.



Reduced chances of erosion- Due to very small
size of nanoparticles the impact the cause on
surface or wall is very small that the erosion rate
reduced in microchannel, pumps, heat pipes…etc.



Deduction in pumping power – It also depends
upon the viscosity of nanofluids when there is
high volume ratio of Nanoparticles then viscosity
rate will also high. Hence, there will increase in
pumping power. We can decrease pumping power
when there is very less volume fraction of
nanoparticles.



Significance of particle size:- it have been
investigated that with the decrease of particle size
there is enhancement in heat transfer rate. Hence,
not only particle concentration maters but particle
size also matters.

Also due to the miniaturization of electronic devices
there have been large heat dissipation rates [3]. So for
the thermal management of electronic component
there have been wide applications of microchannels.
Now the question arises to study the behaviour of flow
of nanofluids and heat transfer coefficient in
microchannels which can be further used to optimize
the heat sinks which can be very useful for the
development of new technology. Starting the thermal
conductivity from Aluminium, Copper, Silver,
Diamond upto carbon nanotubes ( Multiwalled carbon
nanotubes) there is enhancement in thermal
conductivity upto 2000 times then engine oil[4].The
heat transfer coefficients of both nanofluidsand pure
water at low Reynolds numbers are practically higher
than those acquired at high Reynolds number in
generally vast microchannels, which demonstrates the
heat transfer qualities of microchannels [5]. So,
Microchannel miniaturized cooling system device can
be successfully utilized for cooling of such systems.
Tuckerman et al[6] first time fabricated the
microchannel ( WW=Wc57µm and z= 365µm) and
circulate the water into it which solved the problem of
cooling the VLSI circuits with maximum heat
dissipation rate of 7.9MW/m2. Microchannel provides
larger surface area to volume ratio, and very high heat
transfer coefficient. Lot of work has been done on the
fabrication on the microchannel till today. VikasYadav
et al [7] fabricated the upstream finned microchannel
with low Reynolds number which result heat transfer
of 160% with low pressure drop as compared to
downstream finned microchannel and complete finned
microchannel. Phillips[8] analysed Heat transfer and
fluid flow process in microchannels which provided
equations which become helpful in designing
microchannel geometries. By integration of
Microchannel system with high capacity nanofluid like
CNT, Graphene it tends to carried away considerable
amount of heat and can further circulate in a cycle for
continues operation. Graphene is the most useful
carbon material for making the nanofluid due to their
high thermal conductivity; The thermal conductivity of
this is in the range of 3000-5000 W/m-K; is high due
to radial phonon transport in graphene[9]; In recent
years, a significant number of studies have been
conducted on graphene due to its unique thermal,
electrical, optical, mechanical andother relevant
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characteristics[10].Graphene based nano-suspensions
called Nanofluids have shown great potential to be the
next generation of smart fluids. These nanofluids are
prepared by dispersing properly functionalized.
Graphene in fluids such as water, ethylene glycol, oils
etc[11]. The suspensions show excellent thermal
transport properties with ~10-100% increase in the
thermal conductivity of the fluid and similar
augmentation in forced convective heat transfer
coefficients. They behave as ‘smart’ fluids and
conduct more heat with increasing temperature. Now
the question arises to study the behavior of flow of
nanofluids and heat transfer coefficient in
microchannels which can be further used to optimize
the heat sinks which can be very useful for the
development of new technology[12].Suspension of
Nanoparticle in the liquid media making colloidal
mixture called Nanofluids which have been studied
world wide due to anomalous thermal behavior of
fluids. Due to these particle concentration it shows
enhanced thermal conductivity where as micrometer
sized particles shows no such enhancement hence
nanofluids retain excellence characteristics of
enhancing heat transfer rate[13]. The heat transfer
coefficients of both nanofluids and pure water at low
Reynolds numbers are practically higher than those
acquired at high Reynolds number in generally vast
microchannels, which demonstrates the heat transfer
qualities of microchannels[14].
II. GEOMETRY CONSIDERATION
A.Microchannel Design
In our purposed geometrical configuration i.e Rectangular,
Curved and Triangular microchannel made up of copper
material are considered. Copper material had been utilized
because of high thermal conductivity in the scope of
metals. Copper indicates thermal conductivity of 385
K(w/mk) at room temperature of 25 0C.Table 1 shows the
physical parameters i.e, length, width, height & no. of
channels of our designed microchannels. Graphene
nanofluids are prepared by two step method in which DI is
used as host fluid and graphene oxide as the dispersed
nanoparticles. GO is prepared from carboxylation method
with H2SO4 and HNO3composition[15]. Graphene based
nanofluids have been used with varying micro
concentrations (0.005%-0.001%).

TABLE I. DIFFERENT PARAMETERS OF VARIOUS
GEOMETRY
Sr.n
o

Microchann
el

Lengt
h

Widt
h

Heig
ht

No. of
Channe
ls

1.

Rectangular

1522mm

0.51mm

27mm

14

2.

Triangular
Downstream

1522mm

0.51mm

27mm

14

3.

Triangular
Upstream

1522mm

0.51mm

27mm

14

B. Experimental Setup and Procedure
A schematic of the experimental facility utilized as a part
of this Investigation in which Deionized water and
Graphene based nanofluid from a holding tank is driven
through the flow loop utilizing peristaltic pump. This
methodology was observed to be desirable over the
utilization of a pump, and provided smooth and enduring
stream up an extensive variety of flow rates. The liquid
then finishes through a microchannel test area.The
microchannels were cut utilizing a Wire EDM
machine.Three such test pieces were created with
microchannels of various widths, height and length. Table
1 records the microchannel measurements in each of the
fabricated test pieces. Holes were drilled into the base of
the copper piece to house four cartridge radiators that can
provide a combined maximum power of 100 W. Three
(Type-K) thermocouples were inserted in the copper test
segment. The temperature readings from these
thermocouples are extrapolated to give the normal average
microchannel wall temperature. Type k thermocouples
were additionally situated at the inlet and outlet of the test
area to measure the liquid temperatures at these areas. All
thermocouples were read into a data acquisition system.
The voltage input to the cartridge heaters was controlled by
a DC power supply unit.
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(b)

FIGURE 2: SCHEMATIC OF THE EXPERIMENTAL
APPARATUS.
III. SIMULATION WITH COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS
The Microchannels has been design and simulated with the
Structural mechanics physics of the MEMS Tool:
COMSOL. Three different shapes with varying dimensions
of microchannel has been used to get the optimized result
and Graphene based nanofluid was used as heat carrier
fluid. The output of the different shapes has been studied
on the basis of the various velocities of nanofluids with
different concentration rate of nanomaterial. The local
convective heat transfer coefficient and the corresponding
Nusselt number along the channel were obtained from the
Newton’s cooling law[16].The proposed design was
simulated after completing the system with Physics control
meshing as shown in FIGURE 3.

(c)
FIGURE 3: MESHED MICROCHANNEL DESIGN
(a)UPSTREAM TRIANGULAR (b)DOWNSTREAM
TRIANGULAR (c)RECTANGULAR
The estimated liquid temperatures along the channel with
the measured wall temperature data along the channel and
liquid temperatures at the inlet and outlet are calculated
as[10]
h= -(k/TS-TV) (dt/dx)
Nu =hDh/k
Dh= Area/ wetted perimeter

(1)
(2)
(3)

Area = 4*height of channel*width of channel
Wetted perimeter = 2*height of channel + width of
channel
The rate of convection heat transfer is observed to be
proportional to the temperature difference & is
conveniently expressed by Newton's Law of cooling
as:(a)

Qconv = h(TS - T∞)

(4)

The Navier Stokes Equations for laminar fluid flow
through channels are represented as follows:Continuity equation :-
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(5)
Equation for heat transfer in solids:T

)–

(6)

2/3
(7)
Water

The analysis is based on the following assumptions:





Steady state flow.
Incompressible fluid.
Laminar flow.
Constant properties of both fluids and solid.
Effects of viscous dissipation are negligible.

(a)

The effective thermal conductivities of nanofluids of
Graphene suspended in DI water turned out to increase
linearly with the volume fraction of the oxide particles in
the host liquids.
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS
Three different microchannel with nanofluid has been
studied and simulated within the COMSOL including
copper as base material. Following results shows heat
transfer coefficient and Nusslet no. for nanofluids with
various volume fractions of nanoparticle and pure water in
various shapes of microchannel. Maximum enhancement is
observed in the graphene nanofluids with 0.005% volume
concentration and upstream triangular design of
microchannels.When we use the water in diiferent shapes
of microchannels the observed data shows that as the
length of channel increases the heat transfer also increases
and it is max. in the case of rectangular geometry But the
study with of grapheme nanofluid is not same & Heat
transfer coefficient is maximum at minimum length of
upstream triangular geometry channel.

Graphene
Graphene

(b)

A. Comparison of heat transfer coefficient with
different parameters:-

(c)
FIGURE. 3 EFFECT OF LENGTH ON HEAT
TRANSFER
COEFFICIENT
FOR
DIFFERENT
DESIGNS
OF
MICROCHANNELS(a)
WATER
(b)GRAPHENE WITH 0.005 VOL.% (c)GRAPHENE
WITH 0.001VOL.%
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B. Effect on Nusslet number

V. CONCLUSIONS

Graphene

Nusselt no. and heat transfer coefficient ofgraphene
nanofluids was investigated with the help of diverse
shapes of microchannels i.e, rectangular, Upstream
triangular, downstream triangular. The heat transfer
coefficient increased in the case grapheme nanofluids with
higher concentration as compared to water with upstream
triangular shape. There is change in the nusselt no. with
respect to length of channel also increase in Reynolds
number.
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Nomenclature
Units & Their Meanings

(b)

h

Heat transfer coefficient

Tv

Volume temperature

Ts

Surface temperature

Nu

Nusslet number

Graphene

Dh

Hydrodynamic diameter

k

Thermal conductivity

qconv(W/m2)

Heat flux

(c)
FIGURE 4 EFFECT OF MICROCHANNEL LENGTH
ON NUSSLET NO. (a)WATER (b) GRAPHENE
(0.005%) (c)GRAPHENE (0.001%)

(W/m2K)

Heat transfer coefficient
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